Effect of step-down heating on hyperthermic radiosensitization in an experimental tumor and a normal tissue in vivo.
The effect of step-down heating (SDH) on the radiosensitization induced by simultaneous hyperthermia and radiation was investigated in a C3H mammary carcinoma inoculated into the feet of CDF1 mice and the skin of normal CDF1 feet. SDH consisted of a sensitizing treatment (ST) of 44.5 degrees C/10 min followed by a test treatment (TT) of 41.5 degrees C for 30, 60 or 120 min. Simultaneous administration of radiation and hyperthermia was achieved by delivering radiation in the middle of the TT. The endpoint selected was the radiation dose needed to achieve either tumor control or moist desquamation in 50% of the animals. The results were evaluated by the thermal enhancement ratio (TER), defined as dose of radiation needed to achieve endpoint in relation to dose of combined radiation and hyperthermia needed to achieve the endpoint. SDH of tumors increased the TER significantly compared with step-up heating (SUH). The ratios between TCD50 values for corresponding SDH and SUH increased with TT heating time and at 120 min a 2.5-fold increase in the radiosensitizing effect was achieved. It has previously been shown that SDH alone causes thermosensitization in tumors by decreasing the activation energy. However, the effect was too small to explain the increased radiosensitization observed with SDH. In the normal tissue studies SDH combined with radiation treatment gave a lower TER compared to the SDH tumor results, suggesting a possible therapeutic gain.